Bucharest, August 30th, 2018

The Romanian Medicines Verification System Goes Live!
Dear FMD Stakeholders,
It is with great pleasure that we announce the connection between the Romanian Medicines
Verification System and the EU Hub production environment.
Our organization adds another significant keystone to attaining its mission: ensuring patient safety
through medicine safety. Such a challenging endeavor can only be surpassed with the help of a
professional, committed team and experienced guidance from all the stakeholders in the Romanian
medicines supply chain.
Therefore, I would like to use this opportunity to thank all the involved parties which brought their
valuable input, knowledge and tremendous work effort into this unique project: all the members of
the National Implementation Working Groups, EMVO Team, the Romanian Authorities, the OSMR
Board and the Arvato Team.
We kindly ask MAH Companies and their potential On-boarding Partners (OBPs) to start uploading
pack data destined for the Romanian market to the EU Hub (including those with a Unique
Identifier/Serialized, which have already been produced and sent on the distribution chains) as soon
as possible to achieve a successful project implementation.
We would like to bring to your attention the PILOT Phase which is now undergoing and will continue
until October 31st, 2018 (https://osmr.ro/pilot/?lang=en ).
Any End-User company (wholesalers, pharmacies, hospitals) can register at any time during the
PILOT phase, after their IT solutions provider has completed the validation procedure for access to
the technical documentation for connecting to SNVM (https://osmr.ro/solution-provider-itpharma/ ) and the registration process as SNVM End-User, together with OSMR.
Any MAH company can also register at any time during the PILOT Phase, by sending a participation
request email to the following address: coordonare.pilot@osmr.ro.
This ambitious journey would not be possible without the strong support of the MAH companies.
We are extremely grateful to those who have already completed the OSMR onboarding procedure.
If you have not yet registered, please send an email to the following address: contact@osmr.ro to
receive all the necessary details.
For more information, please visit our website: https://osmr.ro/?lang=en and follow us on LinkedIn
at: https://www.linkedin.com/company/osmr-romanian-organisation-for-serialising-medicines/

Best regards,
Laurențiu Mihai
General Manager OSMR

